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TOPIC MOVE

WEEK 1 Dribbling 
Changing Directions

Pull Back | Step Over

Wave | Scissors

WEEK 2 Passing Fake Shot 

Fake Pass

WEEK 3 Passing/Receiving V Move 

L Move

WEEK 4 Shooting Rainbow

WEEK 5 Attacking Cruyff 

Maradona

WEEK 6 Defending Neymar Turn

WEEK 7 Ataccking Ronaldo Turn

WEEK 8 Shooting Romário Elastic

WEEK 9 Review Review

TIME DURATION SESSION PLAN

0`-10` 10` Warm-up | Technical

10`-25` 15` Topic Within a Game

Water Break

25`-40` 15` Topic Formal Introduction

Water Break

40`-55` 15` Conditional and Formal 
Game

55`-60` 5` Closing Recap | Cool Down
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AGE GROUP: U12 WEEK 1 THEME: DRIBBLING/CHANGING DIRECTIONS

WARM-UP | TECHNIQUE TORPEDOES END LINE GAME FORMAL GAME

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION

In pairs, and facing each other, closely, one player 
will roll/pass the ball to the right side of the 
teammate, who will using the inside part of the foot 
to pass it back on the ground with one touch. Then, 
move around the cone to get to the other side and 
perform with left foot. Inside pass on the ground; 
inside volley pass; laces volley pass and headers.

Key Coaching Points: toe up, ankle locked, foot 
and knee in the same level; weight the pass.

Two groups: the dribbles and the passes (as above).

The first group dribbles from one side to the other, 
avoiding the torpedoes to keep the ball and arrive 
safe in the other end.

The second, pass with two or three touches, without 
trying specifically to know the balls.

Key Coaching Points: dribble with laces; keep the 
ball close to be able to adjust quickly; quick head up 
when dribbling to scan; passing inside.

Two teams play against each other, keeping 
possession in order to try to arrive in the other side 
dribbling.


Key Coaching Points: create passing line to keep 
the ball possession; vertical actions (passing, 
dribbling, moves) whenever possible; delay the 
attackers; block their progression.

Attempt to play the formal game for the age group. If 
not possible, use the amount of player as close as 
possible to the game and adapt the positions.


Key Coaching Points: create passing lanes and 
keeping ball possession by switching the field when 
necessary; use moves and combination to beat the 
opponent in order to keep possession, progress on 
the field and create opportunities to score.

VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION

‣ Jog forward and backpaddle around the cone 
before performing the passes.


‣ Shuffle sideways behind the cone before passing.

‣ Jump over the cone twice (forward-backward  or 

left-right).

‣ Introduce the chest pass.


‣ Shorthen the distance between passers.

‣ Dribble just with right foot.

‣ Dribble just with left foot.

‣ Play offense against defense (6v6 or 7v7), with two 
regular goals or the offense attacking a regular 
goal and the defense dribbling past by the a 
particular line parallel to the end line.


‣ 3 or 4 touches minimum.
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AGE GROUP: U12 WEEK 2 THEME: PASSING

WARM-UP | TECHNIQUE COGNITIVE PASSING 3v3 + 3v3 FORMAL GAME

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION

In pairs, and facing each other, closely, one player 
will throw the ball to the right side of the teammate, 
who, after doing a lateral skip, will use the inside part 
of the foot to pass it back in the air with one touch. 

Then, skip again to get back to the other side and 
perform with left foot. Inside volley pass; laces volley 
pass; header; chest pass.

Key Coaching Points: toe up, ankle locked, foot 
and knee in the same level; weight the pass.

In a square, players will pass to each other. Instead 
of following the passes, the will run to the opposite 
side after passing.


Key Coaching Points: plant foot aside the ball and 
pointing forward; hips and shoulders facing forward; 
absorb and direct the trap to the side where to pass 
next; focus to distribute the attention for two 
different tasks.

Two teams of 8 players split in two adjacent square 
swith 4v4, keeping the possession. 4-6 passes is 
required to switch the field, which gives the team a 
point.


Key Coaching Points: decision making between 
trying to pass to the other side after completing the 
passes or wait for a better/safer chance.

Attempt to play the formal game for the age group. If 
not possible, use the amount of player as close as 
possible to the game and adapt the positions.


Key Coaching Points: create passing lanes and 
keeping ball possession by switching the field when 
necessary; use moves and combination to beat the 
opponent in order to keep possession, progress on 
the field and create opportunities to score.

VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION

‣ Jog forward and backpaddle around the cones 
before performing the passes.


‣ Perform lateral skip elevating just one of the legs. 

‣ Shuffle sideways between the cones (forward or 

backward).

‣ Switch the side of passing to use both feet.

‣ Vary the way to receive the ball (inside, behind the 

leg; outside/laces; sole).

‣ Vary the direction of passing and/or running after.

‣ Add coordination movements on the run after the 

pass.

‣ Add one or two neutral players.

‣ Add directions and goals for the game.

‣ Give an extra space between squares for the 

offensive players to receive the ball, to avoid the 
pressure from defender before the ball comes, if 
necessary.

‣ Play offense against defense (6v6 or 7v7), with two 
regular goals or the offense attacking a regular 
goal and the defense dribbling past by the a 
particular line parallel to the end line.


‣ Extra point for 5 passes in a roll.
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AGE GROUP: U12 WEEK 3 THEME: PASSING/RECEIVING

WARM-UP | TECHNIQUE GIVE AND GO GAME 8 DISPLACEMENT | OVERLAP GAME FORMAL GAME

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION

Inside pass on the ground; inside volley pass; laces 
volley pass and headers.

Frontal skip with two steps each; one step; 
advancing two gaps and coming back one.

Key Coaching Points: toe up, ankle locked, foot 
and knee in the same level; weight the pass.

Juggling: flick the ball up and juggle; practice 
without bouncing and alternating the foot; use thigh 
to control it at least once in each 5 or 8 touches.

5v5 to 8v8: 2 (or 1) players play inside and the other 
4 starts outside (one in each side) alternating teams.

The goal is to use somebody outside for a give and 
go to set this player free to join the game inside.

To win, a team must free all players and do a give 
and go inside the square.

Key Coaching Points: keep the possession to 
create the chance for give and go; use speed and 
surprise to perform a sucessful give and go.

Drill: three players (center, left, right) will change 
passes with a pattern, pass diagonally outside and 
overlap the player will passed to, this player dribble a 
little inside/forward and pass to the opposite player. 
Keep the pattern until the line, when the player 
dribbling the ball will take a shot on goal.

Key Coaching Points: set the ball up for a good 
angle of passing; run behind the player you passed 
two; move forward together, but a little at a time.

Attempt to play the formal game for the age group. If 
not possible, use the amount of player as close as 
possible to the game and adapt the positions.


Key Coaching Points: create passing lanes and 
keeping ball possession by switching the field when 
necessary; use moves and combination to beat the 
opponent in order to keep possession, progress on 
the field and create opportunities to score.

VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION

Juggling: kick the ball up when juggling then 
controlling to keep juggling; flick the ball up when 
receiving a pass, from the side and other different 
ways; juggle with a partner (at least 3 touches each, 
then 2 and a challenge with just one).

Consider "give and go” just the one where the 
defender stays inside the imaginary triangle create 
by the passings.


Add a defender, for decision making by the offensive 
players, about where to pass and when to shoot.

Game: regular game where a team is allowed to 
score just after performing a productive overlap, 
where they keep the possession. Need to perform 
another overlap in case the team loses the ball.

‣ Play offense against defense (6v6 or 7v7), with two 
regular goals or the offense attacking a regular 
goal and the defense dribbling past by the a 
particular line parallel to the end line.


‣ Extra point for 5 passes in a roll.
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AGE GROUP: U12 WEEK 4 THEME: SHOOTING

WARM-UP | TECHNIQUE HEADERS POSSESSION | FINISHING GAME CROSSING COMBINATION FORMAL GAME

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION

In pairs, and facing each other, closely, one player 
will throw the ball to the right side of the teammate 
(hips height), who will use the inside part of the foot 
to pass it back in the air with one touch. Then, move 
around the cone to get to the other side and perform 
with left foot. Inside pass on the ground; inside volley 
pass; laces volley pass and headers.

Key Coaching Points: toe up, ankle locked, foot 
and knee in the same level; weight the pass.

‣ 3v3+3: The player holding the ball can`t move more 
than one step. He/she will throw the ball in the air 
as a set up for his/her head pass to someone in 
the team before the ball touches the ground.


‣ The defenders can only intercept the pass after it is 
headed. If the ball touches the ground, switches 
the possession automatically. 5 passes = 1 point.


Key Coaching Points: head to different directions; 
hit it with forehead or just flick it with the top.

Following the pattern of the figure or any desired by 
the coach towards the way the team plays and 
involving all the players, they create a crossing in 
order to have 3 players in the box to finish. Alternate 
sides every time.

Key Coaching Points: quality passes to keep the 
flow; pass to the future point (and move before 
receiving it; communication to organize; time the run 
to avoid arriving early or late to where should be.

Attempt to play the formal game for the age group. If 
not possible, use the amount of player as close as 
possible to the game and adapt the positions.


Key Coaching Points: create passing lanes and 
keeping ball possession by switching the field when 
necessary; use moves and combination to beat the 
opponent in order to keep possession, progress on 
the field and create opportunities to score.

VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION

‣ Jump over the cones (cross format) in different 
directions and combinations.


‣ Jump with both feet, one feet at a time or 
alternating it.


‣ Players get closer and perform simultaneously the 
inside/laces volley pass, as they set up the ball for 
them selves at first. Then, one throw to the other.

‣ No pass back to who threw the ball.

‣ Player in possession throws the ball to a teammate 

who needs to head to a third person in teh team.

‣ Game: player outside the goal throws underhand 

or like a throw in to his/her teammate in front of the 
cone, who will run to finishi on the goal with the 
head, timing the run and the touch.

‣ Players allowed to score from headers or volley 
shots with inside or laces.


‣ Two or one touch finishing.

‣ Two or three touches mandatory for passing.

‣ One touch whenever possible.

‣ Crossing from end line, by the 18, before the 18; 

varying the foot (cutting inside first); 

‣ Add defenders.

‣ Play offense against defense (6v6 or 7v7), with two 
regular goals or the offense attacking a regular 
goal and the defense dribbling past by the a 
particular line parallel to the end line.


‣ Extra point for shots that hit the bars or the 
goalkeeper blocks/deflects and do not completely 
save it.
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AGE GROUP: U12 WEEK 5 THEME: ATACKING

WARM-UP | TECHNIQUE RONDOS TWO HALVES POSSESSION FORMAL GAME

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION

Same coordination as Week 1, trapping in the air 
with inside, laces, thigh, chest and head.


Key Coaching Points: same motion as from the 
volley pass; absorb the power of the ball to keep it 
close; direct the ball to the side that brings the most 
advantage position to angle for a pass.

5v2 seeking to keep the ball possession, trying to 
reach 10 passes and split the defenders to make 
them run one more time.


Key Coaching Points: stay on the toes for a quick 
reaction; direct and force mistakes, contain and 
cover (defenders); take the ball away from pressure.

5v5 / 6v6 keeping the possession in one side until 
find 5 passes, on the 6th an on the team can switch 
the field (every switch is a point).

Leave a defender in the half without the ball, a target 
for the transition (5v4 or 6v5 on the side of the ball).

Key Coaching Points: create constant passing 
lanes and quick combinations to keep possession; 
decide in between trying to pass to the other side or 
keeping the possession on the 6th pass and on.

Attempt to play the formal game for the age group. If 
not possible, use the amount of player as close as 
possible to the game and adapt the positions.

Key Coaching Points: create passing lanes and 
keeping ball possession by switching the field when 
necessary; use moves and combination to beat the 
opponent in order to keep possession, progress on 
the field and create opportunities to score.

VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION

‣ Two touches mandatory (free or alternating feet).

‣ One touch only.

‣ Create a sequence of passes allowed (two-one-

two).

‣ Only right or left foot.

Play 6v6 all the time, players must dribble, make a 
move or through pass followed by a diagonal run to 
switch the field.

‣ Play offense against defense (6v6 or 7v7), with two 
regular goals or the offense attacking a regular 
goal and the defense dribbling past by the a 
particular line parallel to the end line.


‣ Extra point for shots that hit the bars or the 
goalkeeper blocks/deflects and do not completely 
save it.
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AGE GROUP: U12 WEEK 6 THEME: DEFENDING

WARM-UP | TECHNIQUE 3v2+2 4v4 FORMAL GAME

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION

Same coordination as Week 2, trapping in the air 
with inside, laces, thigh, chest and head.


Key Coaching Points: same motion as from the 
volley pass; absorb the power of the ball to keep it 
close; direct the ball to the side that brings the most 
advantage position to angle for a pass.

Each pair of defenders protects one half. 

The team of 3 needs to beat the first two defenders 
in order to get to the 2nd half and be able to score.

If the defender steals the ball, the other defender 
jumps in the game to play 4v3 and score in either 
one of the two goals.

Add Goalkeepers to the goal attacked by 3 players.

Key Coaching Points: create support; vertical 
mindset; contain, direct, cover.

‣ 4 goals for each team and each player has a 
respective player from the other team to mark, 
keeping the line of 4 position related to teammates.


‣ Approach to not allow the player to score and 
cover the angle to block the other player possibility 
to score from a diagonal pass.


Key Coaching Points: pressure the ball to avoid 
vertical/diagonal passes; move inside to close the 
diagonal pass in between.

Attempt to play the formal game for the age group. If 
not possible, use the amount of player as close as 
possible to the game and adapt the positions.

Key Coaching Points: create passing lanes and 
keeping ball possession by switching the field when 
necessary; use moves and combination to beat the 
opponent in order to keep possession, progress on 
the field and create opportunities to score.

VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION

‣ Allow first defenders to return.

‣ Add offensive players in the offensive side.

‣ The two defenders from the second half must stay 

half way back to give some space to perform the 
approach if attackers are struggle too much.

‣ Add a target player behind the line, taking the 
goals out.


‣ Allow offensive players to switch positions, while 
the defensive must keep theirs. 


‣ Defenders can switch their positions (cover and 
switch), if one is too close to the ball and decides 
to follow to keep the ball pressured.
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AGE GROUP: U12 WEEK 7 THEME: ATTACKING

WARM-UP | TECHNIQUE 5v5 +2 3v3 + 2v2 PROGRESSION FORMAL GAME

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION

Same coordination as Week 3, trapping in the air 
with inside, laces, thigh, chest and head.


Key Coaching Points: same motion as from the 
volley pass; absorb the power of the ball to keep it 
close; direct the ball to the side that brings the most 
advantage position to angle for a pass.

Two bumpers on the outside as support, players 
must use both of them before score. 

Not allowed to steal the ball from bumpers at first.


Key Coaching Points: bumpers slide all the way to 
create passing lines; quick passes to take advantage 
of the numbers.

Progress to the offensive half to build opportunity the 
to score by the 2 players in that half.

Progression can be made by a pass or dribble.


Key Coaching Points: keep possession; give width 
to the field; create vertical passing lines; switch 
position to confuse the defenders.

Attempt to play the formal game for the age group. If 
not possible, use the amount of player as close as 
possible to the game and adapt the positions.

Key Coaching Points: create passing lanes and 
keeping ball possession by switching the field when 
necessary; use moves and combination to beat the 
opponent in order to keep possession, progress on 
the field and create opportunities to score.

VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION

‣ Request the numbers to play inside the square to 
be under more realistic pressure. 


‣ Reduce numbers of touches from bumpers.

‣ Bumpers can also take shots.

‣ Request an amount of passes before progress.

‣ Progress through give and go or overlap.

‣ Player who pass can support teammates as the 

ball advances to the offensive half. 

‣ Any player on the offensive team can support. 

‣ One player from the offensive half can support the 

teammates build the play in the first half.

‣ Play offense against defense (6v6 or 7v7), with two 
regular goals or the offense attacking a regular 
goal and the defense dribbling past by the a 
particular line parallel to the end line.


‣ Extra point for shots that hit the bars or the 
goalkeeper blocks/deflects and do not completely 
save it.
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AGE GROUP: U12 WEEK 8 THEME: SHOOTING

WARM-UP | TECHNIQUE TRIANGULAR GOAL BUILT UP FAST BREAK ATTACK FORMAL GAME

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION

Same coordination as Week 4, trapping in the air 
with inside, laces, thigh, chest and head.

Key Coaching Points: absorb the power of the ball 
to keep it close; direct the ball to the side that brings 
the most advantage position to angle for a pass.

Juggling: flick the ball up and be able to juggle; 
practice without bouncing and alternating the foot; 
use thigh to control it at least once in 8 touches.

‣ Players will try to beat the defenders by 
combinations and moves in order to create 
chances to score on either side of the goal.


‣ Explore the possibilities of unbalancing the 
opponent and scoring in any sides of the goal.


Key Coaching Points: decision making between 
trying to shoot or keeping ball possession; proper 
shooting technique.

‣ Players line up by the goals on both sides of the 
field. On coaches signal one player will dribble and 
shoot as fast he/she can. 


‣ As soon as he/she shoot, he/she drops back and 
defend the goal against an opposite player.


‣ Build up a 2v1 | 2v2 | 3v3 | 4v3 | 4v4 in sequence, 
keeping the players inside and add one at a time.


Key Coaching Points: shoot with laces; fast recover 
to protect the goal and delay the player.

Attempt to play the formal game for the age group. If 
not possible, use the amount of player as close as 
possible to the game and adapt the positions.

Key Coaching Points: create passing lanes and 
keeping ball possession by switching the field when 
necessary; use moves and combination to beat the 
opponent in order to keep possession, progress on 
the field and create opportunities to score.

VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION

Juggling: kick the ball up when juggling then 
controlling to keep juggling; flick the ball up when 
receiving a pass, from the side and other different 
ways; juggle with a partner (at least 3 touches each, 
then 2 and a challenge with just one).

‣ Add neutral players to help the team in possession 
of the ball to have more chances to create an 
opportunity to score.


‣ Request certain amount of passes before shooting.

‣ Request one touch finishing or finishing only with 

non-dominant foot.

‣ Bumpers on the sides, when a team regains the 

possession, it must pass to one of them to score.

‣ Vary the place and position the players start 
dribbling in.

‣ Play offense against defense (6v6 or 7v7), with two 
regular goals or the offense attacking a regular 
goal and the defense dribbling past by the a 
particular line parallel to the end line.


‣ Extra points for one touch finishing and shooting 
with non-dominant foot that GK blocks/deflects or 
hit the bars.
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AGE GROUP: U12 WEEK 9 THEME: REVIEW

WARM-UP | ADVANCED TECHNICAL TRAINING BUILT UP FAST BREAK ATTACK 3v3 + 2v2 PROGRESSION FORMAL GAME

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION

‣ 3v3+3: The player holding the ball cannot move 
more than one step. He/she will drop the ball in the 
air as a set up for his/her volley pass to someone 
in the team before the ball touches the ground.


‣ The defenders can only intercept the pass after it 
is touched by the foot.


‣ If the ball touches the ground, automatically 
switches possession.

‣ On coaches signal one player will dribble and 
shoot as fast he/she can. 


‣ As soon as he/she shoot, he/she drops back and 
defend the goal against an opposite player.


‣ Build up a 2v1 | 2v2 | 3v3 | 4v3 | 4v4 in sequence, 
keeping the players inside and add one at a time.


Key Coaching Points: shoot with laces; fast recover 
to protect the goal and delay the player.

Progress to the offensive half to build opportunity the 
to score by the 2 players in that half.

Progression can be made by a pass or dribble.


Key Coaching Points: keep possession; give width 
to the field; create vertical passing lines; switch 
position to confuse the defenders.

Attempt to play the formal game for the age group. If 
not possible, use the amount of player as close as 
possible to the game and adapt the positions.

Key Coaching Points: create passing lanes and 
keeping ball possession by switching the field when 
necessary; use moves and combination to beat the 
opponent in order to keep possession, progress on 
the field and create opportunities to score.

VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION

The player holding the ball needs to throw the ball to 
a teammate, who is going to perform a volley pass or 
header to someone in the team.

‣ Vary the place and position the players start 
dribbling in.

‣ Request an amount of passes before progress.

‣ Progress through give and go or overlap.

‣ Player who pass can support teammates as the 

ball advances to the offensive half. 

‣ Any player on the offensive team can support. 

‣ One player from the offensive half can support the 

teammates build the play in the first half.

‣ Play offense against defense (6v6 or 7v7), with two 
regular goals or the offense attacking a regular 
goal and the defense dribbling past by the a 
particular line parallel to the end line.


‣ Extra point for shots that hit the bars or the 
goalkeeper blocks/deflects and do not completely 
it.
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